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Abstract
I see the street light musing in the rain And the first spring showers lacquering the night. I
should like to take my mind Out into the warm rain To become shining and fresh- To burst and
grow like the buds of the maple tree...
Penumbra 
I see the street light musing in the rain 
And the first spring showers lacquering the night. 
I should like to take my mind 
Out into the warm rain 
To become shining and fresh-
To burst and grow like the buds of the maple tree. 
Last night 
I looked into my skull 
And saw—like looking at an empty bucket-
Nothing. 
It is odd that such hollowness 
Can hurt so much-
Can love so much-
Can feel so much— 
And yet 
It writhes and twists 
Until it seems sprained from trying to fathom itself— 
Like measuring the throat with the tongue. 
I have to probe it to be satisfied. 
For I hate blackness 
Which, like the pitted cherry, 
Has lost its purpose. 
Beyond my night I find only night 
Until I realize that blackness is like tar, 
And I run panicky to find the light. 
So I have come back, 
But I think some day I may be caught in the hinterland 
Creating my world within a world— 
A world laid askew with my plumb and level. 
And I will be satisfied that there is only black. 
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